MATTIX IN MEETING
At Bald Knob

Ro. F. W. Mattix has begun a meeting at the Bald Knob church of Christ. He will be there from April 4 to April 19. A slot on main street that is rather confused and the contribution is sufficient to meet the presents, and the singing each evening and soon it will be completely self-supporting.

Religious Transcriptions

Recordings of religious songs and hymns are now being filmed in the recording studio, by the mixed chorus, to be used in various religious radio programs over the country.

The program at Bell Lake City, Utah, where Ben O. Gilmore recorded, has been sent to Rock of Ages, Blessed Assurance, Praise the Poetry, On Love Your Lord, The Old Rugged Cross, Jesus is All in All, and their programs theme song. Tell Me the Story of Jesus.

B. R. U. Benson, minister of the 16th. Thayer church, in Little Rock, Arkansas, plans to record his radio program, "The Voice of Testimony," at 12:14 each Sunday over stations WKLJA.

The recorded songs sent to Ben. Benson: God be with You, Till We Meet Again, Faith of Father, Rock of Ages, and My Jesus, I Love Thee.

At present another group of hymns being recorded are: Seek Me if you seek Me, I Am Not Complete as Yet, but will be finished in the next few weeks.

IN WASHINGTON

SO NICE TO COME HOME TO WASHINGTON

When O.W.I. explored the questions troubling college students host a few risks. It discovered one of the most urgent was this:

"They released us from the army after the war, will there be jobs to go around?"

The answer to that question depends largely on the amount of work that will be done for a "year" answer now lies between in the ranks, to 450,000-
from 650,000 National Resource Plans-

There's a detailed section in the paper which is concerned with the depression and economic winds when help is needed. In condominiums, the billions are not just for this is the time to give each man 

It is suggested all aim at keeping our economic running during the transition period to peace. Dinosaurs were for social and government purposes of industrial reorganization, aid in opening vast new areas for investment.

(Continued on Page Three)

FRESHMAN EDITION

SPANNING THE GAP

It was a day of sun and peace in the small town of Dumas.

I met John few who told me that he wanted me to meet his uncle, J. Howard. This plan worked out and I was to go to Washington. Well, I met J. Howard. He was dressed so impossibly that I want to tell you students about him.

He is a man of age who has gray hair and black eyebrows, and this is quite a book, is about five feet, seven inches and weighs about 170 lbs. — a very distinguished-looking
gentleman.

He was a family cousin and publishes the largest farm journal in the country. They have spent one hundred million dollars on it, and it is really a good farm paper.

I had dinner with Mr. Pew and we talked until midnight. His analysis of the present-day situation was the most interesting I have heard.

The above words of Dr. Benson give the student-body a description of J. Howard Pew.

Then Mr. Pew's ideas why we should go on our summer vacation followed the last war were given: "The amount of visits is increased." (Continued on Page Three)

News from WASHINGTON

MATTIX CONTINUES
Bell's Theme In Radio Sermon

In his radio sermon last Sunday morning Matthew continued the line of thought whichBrother R. B. Benson had started the previous Sunday. The meaning of life was the subject. He will be coming again soon. For the moment.

The scripture contains many titles which were given to Christ; each title exalts His supreme power and majesty. The Lord is coming when every knee shall bow, and He will reign.

To prepare the earth for a new day, and for the pleasant life that will follow, and for the day that will be given on the condition that we do not want to be here and your fellow students do not want us to be here on that day so get your Colonel on time.

(Continued on Page Four)
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MAY Fete SCHEDULED TO COME OFF MAY 4

May 1: Army, state, sail, rain. May 4: Beautiful, bright, sunny,ECLIPSES.

Choralists Present Concert At Air Base

Professor Kirk and the Mixed Chorus went to Newport last Friday night, and through the Special Service Office, performed for the entertainment of the Air Corps boys. Some of the songs they sang were the same, Pancretic Prayer and Sadie-Pompa.

They were given a dinner by the Choralists and all seemed to have an enjoyable evening. They were transported there and back by the Newport Zoo.

Those making the trip were: Gladys Roberson, Robert Gordon, Theobald Garrett, T. C. Forster, Edward Shulmaner, Marylyr Miller, Donald Jernider, John McCullough, Elma Milam, Carole Maunder, Curtis Smith, Tobias Waugh, George Thompson, Helen R. D. Johnson, Jack Nadeau, Miss Thompson, Miss Rosenbaum, Miss Johnson, Miss Smith, Miss Schierl, Ruby Jean Wesson, Olive Walker, Oliva Fogg, Carole Prince, Eugenia Glover, Bennie Adams, Barbara Ford, and Kaye Bradley.

(Continued on Page Two)

INSPIRATION

Ring! Ring! You're in the chapel bell. As I enter the auditorium, what do I hear? Aspiritual, performance of Mendelssohn. I am on my way to the chapel and for the pleasant life that will follow.

On my way to the chapel and for the pleasant life that will follow.
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(Continued on Page Two)
"Watch Yourself"

It seems that one of the greatest philosophers of life could be summed up in the simple phrase: "Watch Yourself."

Do you ever stop to watch what others are doing? Of course, and likewise are they watching you. If we would watch ourselves what would we think, do, and say?

Do you know how you walk? Think about it, perhaps you have a clumsy drag, a jumpy stride, or you might even walk "just right," who knows? Facial expression is all-essential. You wouldn't want to be a dead pan would you? Well, brighten up a bit!

How do you treat those about you? Are you friendly, cordial and willing that all who work shall gain? Watch that tongue, too. You know we all talk too much and some things would be better left unsaid.

Remember! Let's watch ourselves a little more and do some criticism. We all have plenty of room for improvement.

PAGE TWO

FRAGMENTS

By BILLY LYN

You've heard about the little man who had his own cut off so he could wear short-sleeved sweaters.

"My friend's waist is 42. She eats her meals in haste. And so you see if you'reT hat waist makes waistic."

-The Testament.

The May pole dance is being enjoyed everywhere by boys in Golden Hall that lie on the south side. Captain Joe.

Evelyn W. "Are you the young man who took my order?"

Bob Hawkes "You're a.

How do we plan it? How are you going to plan it?"

Lynn "Hey, Mom, I'm home."

Mrs. Hendelton "But son, you are at home."

Lynn "Yeah, but I'm sick of it."

Tennis Court was the little man who saved all the light out for me, so I could see.

Fred Schrammenson is working on his latest business. He is feeding the curious pigeons, candle to make steel pigeons out of them.

Verna L. "Why the hell is there a 'W' in your given-name?"

Tony McGrew McGrew.

Must be in a terrible state. He worked thirty weeks, and those made steel.

To learn that no essay was due.

-Steed.

In the NAY-my height.

In the Air-Corps had right.

In the University.

In the Desert—All right.

The bright of bad boys—easiness and backway."

One of the greatest body builders is that of weight lifting.

By doing a variety of exercises one is able to work every muscle of the body, rather than the muscles required. I realize that girls cannot lift weights but girls are as likely to be as strong as boys.

Exercise is good for the over-weight as well as the under-weight. In the case of the over-weight he is able to reduce the waist-line and at the same time build up elsewhere. In the case of the under-weight she is able to develop the stomach muscles, which will add more food, thus adding weight. So we see that exercise is good for everybody and nobody.

In My Opinion

When you see a young graduate in a blinding uniform on the campus you can generally be sure that he is a student of Harding or some student who is in classes.

This happened to be the case last Tuesday when James Smithery passed the door. James, who was a student here last year, is with Company 14—all he U. S. Naval Base in San Diego, California.

Miss Mattie Evan, better known by Harding students as Miss MacNally, is the mother of a baby boy.

Our correspondent, Rebecca, a student during the two years '41 and '42, is an airborne majors in the U. S. Army Air Corps. She is stationed at Stuttgart, Arkansas.

Sunny Shaw, who student during the fall term, is stationed at Camp Robinson. In a recent letter to Walton Cery she stated that it made her feel good to know that people (Continued on Page Four)

ALUMNI ECHOES

By LLOYD COLLEGE

The Campus Players will present "Jane Eyre," their third dramatic production, on the campus. That date has been chosen from the city, by a series of authors who are at the head of their field.

Besides injuring the security of lives—liquor is a waste in many other ways. Sugar is rationed but do the manufacturers of liquor suffer? There seems to be no shortage of the stuff.

It is a known fact that in Nashville, Tenn., milk trucks were refused rubber tires while beer trucks were granted them. These are only a few of the reasons which we should fight.

Again I say, arise fellow Americans! Let us fight for the victory of morale as well as democracy.

The Bison, Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas

APRIL 13, 1943

Dear Angus

As you read this column, just remember that the boy who wrote it is just as smart as the paper it's printed on. If you do, you might even enjoy it.

I suppose all of the classrooms have noticed how we freshmen have been strolling around with our heads in the air for the past week. Now, we'll tell 'em why.

We put out the Bloom this week all by ourselves. Naturally we think we're pretty good.

After all you have been around here this year you have put out a paper.

Incidentally, this paper happens to be very stylish at the present. Everything is getting greener day by day, except use freshmen. By the end of the year, we'll have as much pomp and splendor as the studio peers.

We hope all of our friends are considering the future and planning for the day we shall be on our own.

The tennis courts are green, but more people every day.

In two more weeks half of the student body, as well as a part of the faculty will be waiting in lines to play. Tennis is a very enjoyable game, but it seems to try again for students who are in classes on the east side of the building administration area. It's really quite delightful even if one has to go through a window and get one's mind on chemistry or English at the same time. Just a hint to the close disciples.

Our club seems to be very successful, and we are sure that many of our friends plan to join us. We are planning to have an open house in approximately a week.

Sincerely,

Weldon Casey.
After a vigorous hike to Doniphan Lake, Saturday morning, the T. N. T. went West riding, both horses and riders and played various games. The noon dinner, baked potatoes, cornbread, bananas, fruit and CDs was attended by Mrs. Carmen DruRs, 1000, Mabel Porter, Ching Clark; Kenneth Curlin, Claudia Westmoreland, Claudia Richardson, Annette Buscher; James Known, Mildred Royal, Kay Carson, Lois Porter, Bill Johnson, Bill Clindon; Deb Collins, Bonnie Sue Chambers, Kath­eryn Drake; Leon Hudsonite, Mary Ann Mattrick, Ruth Pruett; Claude Richardson, the Rendezvous.

The refreshments were served at 4:00 p.m. and iced-tea.

After all had seen the gifts given to their sponsor, Mrs. Huggins walked unexpectantly from the heart.

"Has your salvation, but it is up to you to become involved yourself."

Saturday night the Drama Club met April seventh in Miss Middleton's studios. They have decided to have a banquet and attend a movie for their spring finals. In the meeting time Miss Holton directed the models and standards of the club. The club has chosen as its new officers for the next essay from the students.

Music Club
The Mills Vivace Music Club met April seventh in Miss Holton's studios. They have chosen as its new officers for the next essay from the students.

Seechy High School Production
Friday night the Drama Club of Seechy High presented "Letters from the Orient" by Miss Dorothy Pierce. It dealt with a school in Switzerland, where the drama club is the true baptism in which we "renew our lives in the spirit of the resurrection of the Lord."

"One's life for another, for his salvation, are simple. You must believe that God is and that He rewards His faithful."

Saturday morning, Mrs. Huggins visited the Seecoma and on "Holidays" and "luaus of the bees."

Music Club
The Mills Vivace Music Club met April seventh in Miss Holton's studios. They have decided to have a banquet and attend a movie for their spring finals. In the meeting time Miss Holton directed the models and standards of the club. The club has chosen as its new officers for the next essay from the students.
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BETTER FOODS FOR LESS
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196-March-196

Let Us
Serve You
MAYFAIR HOTEL

STERLING'S
5 and 10c Store

WHO’S WHO IN HARDING
by OLADAY WIDEN

Three choices for Miss Bonnie Deal were English, French and Danish. A few girls who attended were not Americans where they were from were boned. Stating that some of the girls from enemy countries might feel always with one another. The girls more or less looked down on the girl from Germany until one day a letter came in one of the other girls. It was an affecting letter saying her friend had been killed. The boy friend happened to be in the German girls house. After that everything turned out all right and they lived happily ever after.

The entire cast did a splendid job of acting and looking forward to more plays from them in the near future.

YARNELL'S ANGEL FOOD ICE CREAM

"Flowers For All Occasions"
MRS. A. W. HOOFMAN

We Specialize In

Service and Quality
Harding College Laundry
And Dry Cleaning Plant

College Inn
Sodas Sandwiches
School Supplies

14 Hour Film Developing and Printing Service
CRISTON RUTHERFORD AND BOB HAWKINS.
Due to the postponement of the track and field days, the Harding athletes will have a few extra days for a much needed practice. A number of the late runners, who have been training hard for the past two weeks, and these are the boys that will show up good on the track. There has been talk of certain individuals who incidentally have not yet shown up prepared for their ability to run track, but as yet this has not been proved. Maybe they are so good that they need to train only. A small number of boys that are physically able to participate in this meet, are training very hard. Does it take too much nerve?

The seniors have prospects of a good field team, with Games and Bentley. Jack Nadene, that in distance, will give his explosives plenty of money on the track.

With the exception of Herbert Sharp, the runners are almost entirely without fast men. Lave- nese, will probably make a good showing in the pole vault as well. Royce Blackburn, who will be depended upon for distance runs. The Bourses, last year's winner of the meet are probably the strongest team on the field. They have such runners as the Winton brothers, and Raymond Lawyer. Claude Richardson will have little competition in the half mile.

The freshmen will depend upon Vernon and Virgil Lawyer and George Reagan for the distance races and Bobby Martin and Emlie Hilder in the dashes.

The boys seem to realize the importance of training during such a prosperous weather. Imagine having to study when we can be out having a good time in the warm spring time air. As usual, there will not be too many who will be much studying until the night before the tests. It is just natural for us to give up our lessons in such as late as it is too late and then commi- te the tests are too hard or that the teacher doesn't like us, and use this as our excuse for making a failing grade.

It will not be long before the nights will be bringing in to toms into the new hour of the morning, some of the teachers have already given their tests and have given their students a "break" because now they can forget all that complicated "stuff" that they have been learning on. It can't hurt us. (or could it?)

Last Saturday marked the end of one month under a new discipleship for the high school students. This plan was adapted by Brother Hutchins when all others seemed to "abdicate out."

"Working off demerits" seems to be the phrase that the high school students' tongues. "Just how are demerits obtained?" For such unkind absence and tardiness, marking of various types of activities, and is centered more among individual. The activities of a school are centered more among individual.

The outdoor games include tennis, softballs, and various track events. A tender mouth will be run off among the boys next. Lettermen of the present team will be organized and will probably compete with college talent.

The Academy boasts such talent as the famous pitcher, Eldridge, first-base; Henson, lanky third baseman; Campbell, short-stop; and others.

The boys seem to realize the seriousness of this program, and they are working hard to make it a success. They are especially interested in the track and field meets, and due to the training given them here, they are in good condition, and promise to give added credits on this day.

"Workin' em Over" by RAY TILLMAN

The present and future team are twenty-three boys who are taking the running team under the guidance of various types of activities, and is centered more among individual. The activities of a school are centered more among individual.

The outdoor games include tennis, softballs, and various track events. A tender mouth will be run off among the boys next. Lettermen of the present team will be organized and will probably compete with college talent.

The Academy boasts such talent as the famous pitcher, Eldridge, first-base; Henson, lanky third baseman; Campbell, short-stop; and others.

The boys seem to realize the seriousness of this program, and they are working hard to make it a success. They are especially interested in the track and field meets, and due to the training given them here, they are in good condition, and promise to give added credits on this day.

High School Students Work Off Demerits

"Lookin' 'em Over"

Ray Tillman

Academy's Physical Education Program Is Revised

By RAY TILLMAN

The members of the Harding Academy, headed by Coach E. Sharp, have been greatly interested in their activities, and is now working in harmony with the war program. This revision was made in order to produce a student body who is interested in different branches of the armed service. Prior to this time the class has been interested in very small activity.

The present team are thirty-two boys who are taking the running team under the guidance of various types of activities, and is centered more among individual.

The outdoor games include tennis, softballs, and various track events. A tender mouth will be run off among the boys next. Lettermen of the present team will be organized and will probably compete with college talent.

The Academy boasts such talent as the famous pitcher, Eldridge, first-base; Henson, lanky third baseman; Campbell, short-stop; and others.

The boys seem to realize the seriousness of this program, and they are working hard to make it a success. They are especially interested in the track and field meets, and due to the training given them here, they are in good condition, and promise to give added credits on this day.

It isn't a shame that we have to take tests during such a beautiful weather? Imagine having to study when we can be out having a good time in the warm spring time air. As usual, there will not be too many who will be much studying until the night before the tests. It is just natural for us to give up our lessons in such as late as it is too late and then commi- te the tests are too hard or that the teacher doesn't like us, and use this as our excuse for making a failing grade.

It will not be long before the nights will be bringing in to toms into the new hour of the morning, some of the teachers have already given their tests and have given their students a "break" because now they can forget all that complicated "stuff" that they have been learning on. It can't hurt us. (or could it?)
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ECONOMY MARKET
FRESH AND CURED MEATS
WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
Phones 17 and 18
6 1/2 N. Norton St.

CROOK'S DRUG STORE
Phone 500
Reeke Drugs
Searcy, Ark.
We Welcome You

ROBBINS-SANFORD MERC. CO.
White County's Largest Store

Boys!'t

Get the latest styled sport shirts and slack suits at VIRGIL LEWIS

MEN'S SHOP

FOOD FOR GUTTING

PARK AVE. GRO.

BRAND NEW SLACKS-$3.50
• Black Satin Brocade
• Black Satin
• Black Turnback Brocade

CHERRY BROWN SLACKS-$3.50
• Cherry Brown Slacks

BRENNAMAN'S SLACKS-$3.50
• Black Slacks

SLACKS-$3.50
• 1/2 Black Satin
• West Side of Court Square
• Phone 225

SPORT SHIRTS
NEW STRAW HATS
S M I T H V A U G H A N
MERCANTILE COMPANY

ELITE GIFT
Rogers Studio

THE IDEAL GIFT

SPORTS SHIRTS

James L. Figg
Licensed Optometrist
EYES TESTED GLASSES FITTED
Searcy, Ark.

POPPY FULTON WIDE BRIM HAT
• Black
• Sealy Oakway

NICKERSON'S LADIES HATS
• New Styles

M. L. GARRISON
OPTOMETRIST
JEWELER
West Side of Court Square
Phone 225

NEW DRAWN TOGS
• New Styles

ANNE'S SPORTS SHIRTS
• New Styles
• White

ALUMNI ECHOES
(Continued from Page Two)

"Stuff" didn't go to waste as brother Arm ­
strong, Rhodes, Baxter and others, have said about Brother Hutchins. I think we have some boys whose chapel talks will be just as inspiring as Brother Hutchins' were in these men.

We are going up one thing that Harding can give us as no other school can—a closer walk with God and Christ.